**NAGAP Volunteer Opportunity Details**

**Committee:** Leadership Cultivation and Elections Committee

**Travel Required:** None planned at this time

**Description:** The Leadership Cultivation & Elections Committee is interested in assessing the composition of the current board (skills, demographics) in order to guide our planning and work to cultivate future leaders and create meaningful pathways to engagement for members.

**Time Commitment:** Participation on regular conference calls is expected.

**Estimated time:** 1-5 hours per month, depending on the activities

- Support the nominations and elections process
- Identify new GEM talent and cultivate future leadership of the Association
- Create leadership profiles to demonstrate pathways to leadership
- Support committee activities like leadership receptions, webinars, and other related activities.

**Additional Information or Requirements:** We’re particularly interested in individuals who are passionate for the work of NAGAP and ensuring that Association has successful leadership cultivation and succession planning.